Healthcare IoT’s Zero Trust Solution
Fortifying Healthcare Facilities Against Cyber Risk with
Cynerio’s Zero Trust Cybersecurity Platform

Cyber assaults on healthcare institutions are at an all-time high and continue to
rise, threatening organizational integrity, patient safety and confidentiality, and
financial security. But mitigating threats is acutely complex because:
◼ Medical/IoMT devices have unique
communications patterns

◼ Traditional IT security solutions don’t
recognize medical/IoMT devices or
their communications patterns

◼ Enforcing security policy that lacks
clinical context across sensitive
Healthcare IoT networks can
disrupt medical workflows

Today’s threats originate from external and internal endpoints, and one malware infection
can take as few as five hours from the moment of penetration to total network compromise.
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Firewalls and
perimeter security
don’t cut it anymore.
Healthcare facilities need a cybersecurity infrastructure
that covers internal and external threat vectors, and that
configures security policy around devices’ medical impact
and criticality.
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The Cynerio Healthcare IoT cybersecurity platform
provides hospitals with a suite of automated healthcaresafe Zero Trust security solutions. Our proactive and
preventative security solutions cover every Healthcare
IoT device, from medical/IoMT devices, Enterprise
IoT devices, to OT systems. We proactively monitor
internal and external connections, authorize, verify, and
authenticate each one, and empower hospitals with
the insights and tools they need to instantly configure
and enforce Zero Trust policies built to safely secure
sensitive healthcare environments fast.

Apply Cynerio’s Zero Trust Security
Tools to Mitigate Risks by Threat
Vector and Vulnerability

While 90% of healthcare
organizations have Zero Trust
initiatives planned (more than
any other industry), nearly none
have been completed due to
healthcare-specific challenges.

See which Zero Trust tools to apply, when to apply
them, and how to apply them, depending on each
device’s vulnerabilities, the threat vectors used
to exploit, and the connections they require to
maintain optimal functionality.

Auto-Configure Healthcare-Safe Zero Trust Policy

East-West Segmentation
Block all non-essential device-to-device communications
and services
North-South Segmentation
Block all non-essential external communications
Vendor & Cloud Access Management
Control all vendor and cloud connections for every device
Service Hardening
Open device services to essential entities only
Cynerio Live™
Combine AI analytics with human threat intel to
verify vulnerabilities and pinpoint risks
Clinical Impact Modeling
Calculate risk thresholds for vulnerable devices based on
clinical criticality
Quarantine
Isolate infected devices
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Improve your hospital’s security posture fast with Cynerio’s
Zero Trust Mitigation ModelingTM and one-click threat mitigation.
Automatically apply the relevant tools in the table below
to save time and resources with auto-generated policies
and step-by-step instructions designed according to threat
vectors and vulnerabilities.

Use Case: Ransomware
The Problems
Outdated Firmware/OS: Many Healthcare IoT devices
run legacy operating systems and firmware riddled with
unpatchable vulnerabilities. Threat actors exploit these
vulnerabilities to infect healthcare IT networks, but the
devices can’t be shut down because of their missioncritical role in clinical workflows and patient care.

Lateral Movement: Many healthcare IT networks are flat. If
a device gets infected, the ransomware can jump quickly to
other devices across the network. This can force deviceand/or full-network shutdown, jeopardizing clinical workflows
and patient safety.

Automated Step-by-Step Zero Trust Policy Configuration and Enforcement
Outdated Firmware/OS
Step 1: Identify

Step 2: Prioritize

Step 3: Secure

Step 4: Achieve

Cynerio identifies:
◼ Every device running
outdated firmware/OS

Prioritize Zero Trust action
plans according to device risk
and criticality with Cynerio’s
Clinical Impact Modeling

◼ Generate North-South segmentation policy
to prevent communications with unmanaged
services from external sources
◼ Generate East-West segmentation policy to
prevent communications with unmanaged
services from unauthorized sources within the
network
◼ Use the Virtual Segmentation capability to test,
verify, and edit Zero Trust policies before they’re
enforced
◼ Healthcare IT security teams and other authorized
users can push policies to the NAC and firewall

Healthcare-Safe
Zero Trust security
that protects against
ransomware infections

Step 1: Identify

Step 2: Prioritize

Step 3: Secure

Step 4: Achieve

Cynerio identifies:
◼ Unmanaged devices with
unauthorized connections
to other devices
◼ Devices infected with
ransomware

◼ Tag devices with
unauthorized device-todevice connections
◼ Use Cynerio’s Clinical
Impact Modeling to prioritize
action plans based on
devices’ medical criticality

◼ Generate East-West segmentation policies to
limit lateral movement across the network
◼ Test, verify, and tune up policies before pushing
them to the NAC and enforcing
◼ Use the Service Hardening tool to blacklist all
unauthorized communications with open ports
and services

Proactive and preventative
security that secures
networks against
ransomware infections
with a combination of
East-West segmentation
and laser-focused,
healthcare-safe Zero
Trust security policies
and enforcement

Lateral Movement

About Cynerio
Cynerio is the one-stop-shop Healthcare IoT security platform. With solutions that cater
to healthcare’s every IT need—from Enterprise IoT to OT and IoMT—we promote crossorganizational alignment and give hospitals the control, foresight, and adaptability they
require to stay cyber-secure in a constantly evolving threatscape. We give you the power to
stay compliant and proactively manage every connection on your own terms with powerful
asset management, threat detection, and mitigation tools so you can put your focus on
what matters most: your patients. For more information, visit us at www.cynerio.com.

